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Oh help, oh no, it's a Gruffalo...
This week the children have had great fun retelling The Gruffalo using puppets and pretending to be the different characters and joining 
in the repeated refrains. I have been blown away with the care and consideration of the children as they have put thought into sharing 
and turn taking to play games co-operatively together during our circle times. The children have also thoroughly enjoyed the paints this 
week with conker rolling and leaf printing. We even had dinosaur footprint painting, hand painting and the children have told us about 
their observations of colour mixing. It has been a week filled with lots of mark-making, either in paint, with water and paintbrushes 
outside or in the mark-making tray with sticks, trains, fingers and more. These are great playful ways to get our Pre-School children's 
hands ready for pencil control later.
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Book of the Week
Our book of the week will 
be ’The Three Billy Goats 

Gruff' a traditional once upon 
a time story with the 

opportunity to think about 
why the troll might be grumpy.

Number and Sound of the 
week

As we settle into Pre-School
we will explore number 

within the environment and 
focus on our listening skills 

with some parachute games.

Important things to bring to Pre-School
We go outside in all weather so please can you bring wellies, 

outdoor shoes and slippers for inside. A coat and warm clothing 
are a must or sun lotion if we are lucky and have sun! A change of 

clothes just in case. A labelled bottle of water, healthy snack 
(fruit or vegetables) and a lunchbox if staying for lunch.

Next week…
We will be going on our Autumn walk on Monday with the opportunity to explore the nature reserve, collect some autumn 
treasures and do some tree rubbings too. Don't worry there will be plenty of opportunities to repeat this on another day so all 
children get to do this. All of the children will have the opportunity to make an Autumn wreath with the things we find on our 
walk. We will be following instructions to make blackberry tarts so watch out for your child's amazing culinary creations coming
home for you to taste. We will also be developing our prediction, reflection and problem-solving skills in making bridges for the 
Three billy Goats Gruff to cross the river to complement our story of the week.


